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instantly.
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one.
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KEY=THE - DENNIS PEARSON
TALES FROM BEHIND THE STEEL CURTAIN: THE BEST STORIES OF THE '79 STEELERS
Simon and Schuster The "Immaculate Reception" may have started it all, but the 1979 Pittsburgh Steelers put the stamp
on the modern era’s greatest sports dynasty. It’s not even a debate. No other National Football League team in the
modern sports era?as deﬁned by Nielson?won so much in so little time. The tag is sure to stay with the Steelers for a
long, long time. Fans in Pittsburgh can thank NFL free agency, but only in part. They should really thank the ’79
Steelers for winning a fourth title when, really, the team should not have done so. The 1979 Steelers were not
supposed to win a championship. The Steel Curtain was in decline, and the Houston Oilers were pounding on the door
of the AFC. By the end of the season, of course, the banged-up Oilers were not to be feared, not with the San Diego
Chargers gathering steam. In the NFC, the Dallas Cowboys could taste revenge, particularly after Steelers coach Chuck
Noll had mocked them unmercifully following the previous year’s Super Bowl. However, the Steelers persevered. "We
probably won it more on desire, football intellect," said Steelers defensive superstar "Mean" Joe Greene. Greene
admitted that the defense was in decline. He even admitted his great career was in decline, but he never thought the
end of the dynasty was near. Star quarterback Terry Bradshaw, on the other hand, with his career just taking oﬀ, knew
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the end was at hand, and after his greatest season, after his second of back-to-back Super Bowl Most Valuable Player
awards, Bradshaw hinted at retirement. "I probably should have," he admits 25 years later. The 1979 season had
exhausted Bradshaw, a topic he talks about in Tales from Behind the Steel Curtain. Greene also has plenty to say. So
do their teammates and their coaches, not to mention the scouts, front oﬃce and support personnel, media, and fans.
They all have tales to tell about the key season of one of the greatest dynasties the sports world has ever
seen.Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Sports Publishing imprint, are proud to publish a broad range of books for
readers interested in sports?books about baseball, pro football, college football, pro and college basketball, hockey, or
soccer, we have a book about your sport or your team.Whether you are a New York Yankees fan or hail from Red Sox
nation; whether you are a die-hard Green Bay Packers or Dallas Cowboys fan; whether you root for the Kentucky
Wildcats, Louisville Cardinals, UCLA Bruins, or Kansas Jayhawks; whether you route for the Boston Bruins, Toronto
Maple Leafs, Montreal Canadiens, or Los Angeles Kings; we have a book for you. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that
are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise ﬁnd a home.

TALES FROM BEHIND THE STEEL CURTAIN
Sports Publishing LLC A brief collection of popular stories about the famed " Steel Curtain" defense of the Pittsburgh
Steeler football team of 1979.

DOUBLE YOI!
Sports Publishing LLC In Myron Cope: Double Yoi! the author gives readers a behind-the-scenes look at famed Steeler
players and management. He peers behind the steely-eyed mask of Chuck Noll and recounts stories about the famed
"Steel Curtain."

JAMEER
THE STORY OF JAMEER NELSON AND HOW HE CAME TO BE A PHENOMENON ON THE BASKETBALL COURT AND
IN LIFE
Sports Publishing LLC This new book takes an inside look at the life of Jameer Nelson and his remarkable rise to become
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one of the top players in college basketball. The book also takes readers behind the scenes, covering St. Joe's
remarkable 2003 season through the disappointing loss in the NCAA tournament to Oklahoma State. This is a musthave for any St. Joe's fan or Jameer Nelson fan!

GAME OF MY LIFE
PENN STATE
Sports Publishing LLC Head coach Joe Paterno and some of his greatest players--Lenny Moore, Heisman Trophy-winner
John Cappelletti, Rosey Grier, and others--share their observations and memories of football at Penn State.

THROUGH THE SIKH WAR: A TALE OF THE CONQUEST OF THE PUNJAUB
Library of Alexandria Percy Groves returned to his seat, and did not open the letter until he was alone in the school-room.
It was a long time since he had received one. Fifteen months before he had lost his father. Major Groves had returned
on half-pay a year before his death, being obliged to quit the service from the eﬀects of a severe wound which he
received at the storming of Ghuznee. His regiment had been absent several years from England, and after he had left
the service and taken a house at Dulwich, he had made but few acquaintances, spending most of his time at the
military club to which he belonged. Percy, who was an only child, had been born in India—his mother dying when he
was ﬁve years old. His father had kept him three years longer with him, and had then sent him home to England to the
care of his grandfather, who had, however, died a year later; and from that time Percy had known no home but Dr.
Bubear's, until his father returned and took up his residence near the school. A few days before his death Major Groves
had a long talk with his son. "I am troubled about you, Percy," he said. "Besides my half-pay I have but three thousand
pounds—a sum suﬃcient indeed to ﬁnish your education, pay your expenses at the University if you decide to go into
one of the learned professions, and to help you a bit until you make your way. I have written to three or four of my old
friends, who will, when the time comes, do their best to procure you a commission in the army, in case you have a
fancy then, as I know you have now, for soldiering. Lastly, there is my brother. We have never kept up much
correspondence, but we have always been good friends; he was in the army himself, but sold out after only serving a
year, as he saw that there was very little chance of active service in Europe. He knocked about the world for some
years and then went out to India, and the next I heard of him was that he had entered the service of Runjeet Singh, the
leader of the Sikhs, who had great respect for European troops, and employed a number of foreign oﬃcers—Italian,
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German, and a few English—to train his troops on our method.

EARL DERR BIGGERS ULTIMATE COLLECTION: 20+ MYSTERY NOVELS, DETECTIVE TALES & SHORT STORIES,
INCLUDING THE CHARLIE CHAN SERIES (ILLUSTRATED)
KEEPER OF THE KEYS, BROADWAY BROKE, MOONLIGHT AT THE CROSSROADS, THE CHINESE PARROT, BEHIND
THAT CURTAIN, THE BLACK CAMEL, SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE, LOVE INSURANCE, INSIDE THE LINES, FIFTY
CANDLES…
e-artnow This carefully crafted ebook is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents: The
Charlie Chan Series The House Without a Key The Chinese Parrot Behind That Curtain The Black Camel Charlie Chan
Carries On Keeper of the Keys Other Novels Seven Keys to Baldpate Love Insurance Inside the Lines The Agony Column
(Second-Floor Mystery) Fifty Candles Short Stories The Ebony Stick Moonlight at the Crossroads Selling Miss Minerva
The Heart of the Loaf Possessions The Dollar Chasers Idle Hands The Girl Who Paid Dividends A Letter to Australia Nina
and the Blemish Broadway Broke Earl Derr Biggers (1884-1933) was an American novelist and playwright best known
for his mystery novels. His ﬁrst novel Seven Keys to Baldpate was a major success and it was adapted into several
movies and plays. Even greater success came with his series of detective novels featuring Chinese American detective
Charlie Chan. Many of his novels were made into movies.

A SERIES OF APPEALS, OR, LECTURES ADDRESSED NOT BEHIND A CURTAIN TO ONE UNFORTUNATE MAN, BUT
TO ALL MEN AND THEIR FAMILIES
G. A. HENTY ULTIMATE COLLECTION: 100+ HISTORICAL NOVELS, ADVENTURE TALES & SHORT STORIES
THE DRAGON AND THE RAVEN, FOR THE TEMPLE, UNDER DRAKE'S FLAG, FACING DEATH, REDSKIN AND
COWBOY, WINNING HIS SPURS…
e-artnow e-artnow presents to you this meticulously edited G. A. Henty collection: Novels: A Search for a Secret All But
Lost Out on the Pampas The Young Franc-Tireurs The Young Buglers The Cornet of Horse In Times of Peril Facing
Death, The Hero of the Vaughan Pit Winning His Spurs (Boy Knight) Friends Though Divided Jack Archer Under Drake's
Flag By Sheer Pluck With Clive in India In Freedom's Cause St. George For England True to the Old Flag The Young
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Colonists The Dragon and the Raven For Name and Fame The Lion of the North Through the Fray The Bravest of the
Brave A Final Reckoning The Young Carthaginian With Wolfe in Canada Bonnie Prince Charlie For the Temple In the
Reign of Terror Orange and Green Captain Bayley's Heir The Cat of Bubastes The Curse of Carne's Hold The Lion of St.
Mark By Pike and Dyke One of the 28th With Lee in Virginia By England's Aid By Right of Conquest Chapter of
Adventures Maori and Settler The Dash For Khartoum Held Fast for England Redskin and Cowboy Beric the Briton
Condemned as a Nihilist In Greek Waters Rujub, the Juggler Dorothy's Double A Jacobite Exile Saint Bartholomew's Eve
Through the Sikh War In the Heart of the Rockies When London Burned A Girl of the Commune Wulf The Saxon A Knight
of the White Cross Through Russian Snows The Tiger of Mysore At Agincourt On the Irrawaddy The Queen's Cup With
Cochrane the Dauntless Colonel Thorndyke's Secret A March on London With Frederick the Great With Moore at
Corunna Among Malay Pirates At Aboukir and Acre Both Sides the Border The Golden Cañon The Stone Chest The Lost
Heir Under Wellington's Command In the Hands of the Cave Dwellers No Surrender! A Roving Commission Won by the
Sword In the Irish Brigade Out With Garibaldi With Buller in Natal At the Point of the Bayonet To Herat and Cabul With
Roberts to Pretoria The Treasure of the Incas With Kitchener in the Soudan With the British Legion Through Three
Campaigns With the Allies to Pekin By Conduct and Courage Short Stories Historical Works Other Writings

WHY SHOULD BRITAIN TREMBLE? A SUBMARINER'S TALE
Lulu.com

VICTORY: AN ISLAND TALE
DigiCat DigiCat Publishing presents to you this special edition of "Victory: An Island Tale" by Joseph Conrad. DigiCat
Publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind. Every DigiCat book has been carefully
reproduced for republishing in a new modern format. The books are available in print, as well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes
you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature.

NECROMANCER: A TALE OF THE LAST CITY
BOOK 2
David Sarachman After the death of the Gods, his best friend (and horrible butler), and the love of his life, Kel Lothless
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has retreated into himself. Taking odd jobs here and there pays the bills but it isn’t enough to ﬁll the void within him
after such tremendous loss. However, now the God of Death has called upon him once again and with the aid of
Shalinde the zombie necromancer priestess of death who has taken up residence with him Kel is put back into a life
and death situation. With the balance of power tipping precariously towards chaos in Horizon, Kel Lothless must use all
of his wits and power to ﬁnd the new God of War, and stop Horizon from being destroyed by raw power. What Kel
doesn’t know, is that the new God of War will test him in ways he never thought possible, and force him to come face
to face with his own demons.

BANNERFORD; OR, THE VALLEY OF GOLD, A TALE
FANTASTICAL TALES - THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION OF SWORD & SORCERY ACTION-ADVENTURES, TIME TRAVEL
& MYTHICAL WORLDS
CONAN THE BARBARIAN SERIES, THE 'KULL THE CONQUEROR" STORIES, THE 'SOLOMON KANE' SAGA, THE
'BRAN MAK MORN' STORIES, THE 'TURLOGH DUBH O'BRIEN' STORIES & THE 'JAMES ALLISON' STORIES
e-artnow This carefully crafted ebook: "Fantastical Tales - The Ultimate Collection of Sword & Sorcery ActionAdventures, Time Travel & Mythical Worlds" is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of
contents. Robert Ervin Howard (1906-1936) was an American author who wrote pulp ﬁction in a diverse range of
genres. He is well known for his character Conan the Barbarian and is regarded as the father of the sword and sorcery
subgenre. Howard created Conan the Barbarian, a character whose cultural impact has been compared to such icons as
Batman, Count Dracula, James Bond, Sherlock Holmes, and Tarzan. Table of Contents: 'Conan the Barbarian' Stories:
Cimmeria The Hyborian Age — Conan's World The Frost Giant's Daughter (Gods of the North) The God in the Bowl The
Tower of the Elephant Rogues in the House Shadows in the Moonlight (Iron Shadows in the Moon) Black Colossus
Queen of the Black Coast The Slithering Shadow (Xuthal of the Dusk) A Witch Shall Be Born The Devil in Iron The
People of the Black Circle Shadows in Zamboula (Man-Eaters of Zamboula) The Pool of the Black One Beyond the Black
River The Black Stranger Red Nails Jewels of Gwahlur (The Teeth of Gwahlur) The Phoenix on the Sword The Scarlet
Citadel The Hour of the Dragon (Conan the Conqueror) Kings of the Night The 'Solomon Kane' Stories: Red Shadows
Skulls in the Stars Rattle Of Bones The Moon of Skulls The Hills of the Dead The Footfalls Within Wings in the Night
Solomon Kane's Homecoming - A Poem The 'Bran Mak Morn' Stories: Kings of the Night Worms of the Earth The
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Children of the Night The 'Turlogh Dubh O'Brien' Stories: The Dark Man The Gods of Bal-Sagoth The 'James Allison'
Stories: The Valley of the Worm The Garden Of Fear Other Fantasy Stories: Almuric People of the Dark Black Canaan
Spear and Fang The Voice of El-Lil Witch from Hell's Kitchen

THE DEACON'S TALE
Kthonia Press

NEWS FROM BEHIND THE IRON CURTAIN
TALES FROM THE BUFFALO BILLS SIDELINE
A COLLECTION OF THE GREATEST BILLS STORIES EVER TOLD
Simon and Schuster In the 1970s, Joe DeLamielleure led a Buﬀalo Bills oﬀensive line aﬀectionately called the Electric
Company, because they turned the power up. A starter from the ﬁrst game of his rookie season in 1973, DeLamielleure
led the way to the ﬁrst 2,000-yard season in NFL history. After that, the feats of glory just continued to pile up, to the
enthusiastic roars of the crowd. In this unique collection of Bills stories, Hall of Famer DeLamielleure gives fans an
inside look at the golden age of Bills football. Tales from the Buﬀalo Bills Sideline takes readers behind the scenes and
into the locker room with one of the most exciting teams in Bills history. He shares how his unbelievable career almost
never started, his experiences working with Ralph Wilson, the adrenaline-ﬁlled excitement of being elected to the Pro
Football Hall of Fame, and so much more. Without a doubt this is a must-have for every generation of Bills fans.

ON THE FACE OF THE WATERS: A TALE OF THE MUTINY
Good Press "On the Face of the Waters: A Tale of the Mutiny" by Flora Annie Webster Steel. Published by Good Press.
Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary ﬁction
and non-ﬁction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices.
Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
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GREAT LAKES AND MIDWEST CATALOG
THE STORIES OF JANE GARDAM
Europa Editions “Pure delight . . . One perfect story after another” from the Whitbread Award–winning author of the Old
Filth trilogy (The Sunday Telegraph). From the inimitable Jane Gardam, whose Old Filth trilogy cemented her status as
one of England’s greatest living novelists, comes a collection of short stories that showcase her subversive wit, gentle
humor, and insight into the human condition. Gardam’s versatility is on full display, while her sublime grasp of
language and powers of observation remain as provocative as ever. “A formidable collection that is at once outlandish
and entirely convincing . . . It is Gardam’s gift for the ecstatic, for showing us what a place of wonders is the world and
the hearts that dwell in it, that endows this collection with a dangerous and formidable energy, richer and more
concentrated than any novel. She gives us miracle heaped upon miracle, and insists that they should each one be
handled with care.” —The Guardian “Unexpected appearance of ﬁgures from the past drive many of these sly,
bighearted tales.” —The New York Times “Readers will feel lucky to have so much good writing in one place.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Gardam’s preference for short stories shows in this extraordinary collection of
great writing.” —NewPages Book Reviews “A rich haul from a well of talent.” —Kirkus Reviews

THE TALE OF THE COMET
Booksandstories.com The planet Ellerkan is a very confusing place for Susan and her two children, Michael and Jennifer.
One moment they are driving back from McDonalds, and the next moment they are in a forest being shot at with laser
riﬂes while being chased by Knights in armour. Susan is rescued by Cameron and Soo-Kai, but despite their help her
two children are lost. Jennifer, like Cameron's daughter, is captured by soldiers of the Dragon Prince and taken to the
Dragon's Lair Castle. Michael escapes when he runs into Chen-Soo. A friendship quickly forms that will have an
important eﬀect on all their lives. At the house of Rolf L'Epine, Susan learns the history of Ellerkan, a history of war
and conquest between the Navak and the Androktones, or 'killers of men.' It is a war that once spanned the galaxy, but
ended here on Ellerkan. The Androktones and the descendants of the Navak still exist side by side, keeping apart, but
killing one another whenever they meet. But that is all ancient history. Today Ellerkan is rent by a bloody civil war, and
events soon overtake Susan and her children as feuding Princes, ancient wars and forgotten technology all add
confusion and death. Who are the troopers that sneak about the forest? What is it they want, and why did they
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sabotage a colony ship and then abandon it and it's passengers and crew? Why is it that Rolf fears his own daughter,
Chen-Soo? Will Kai-Tai lead the surviving Androktones against them? And what motivates Vin-Ra, the Androktone that
now lives in the castle? And why have all the children been taken there? Only one fact is clear. The only way to escape
from Ellerkan is through the portal in the Althon Gerail, one of the last of the Twelve Great Ships. But the wreck of the
Althon Gerail lies buried beneath the Dragon's Lair Castle, and to rescue their children and reach it, Susan and
Cameron must face the Androktones, the troopers, the army of the Dragon Prince, and the horrors that dwell within
the ship itself.

THE MASTER OF APPLEBY A NOVEL TALE CONCERNING ITSELF IN PART WITH THE GREAT STRUGGLE IN THE
TWO CAROLINAS, BUT CHIEFLY WITH THE ADVENTURES THEREIN OF TWO GENTLEMEN WHO LOVED ONE AND
THE SAME LADY
tredition This book is part of the TREDITION CLASSICS series. The creators of this series are united by passion for
literature and driven by the intention of making all public domain books available in printed format again - worldwide.
At tredition we believe that a great book never goes out of style. Several mostly non-proﬁt literature projects provide
content to tredition. To support their good work, tredition donates a portion of the proceeds from each sold copy. As a
reader of a TREDITION CLASSICS book, you support our mission to save many of the amazing works of world literature
from oblivion.

WIZARDS SPELL MAGIC IN THE LEGENDS OF MERE LEANDER - US TRADE SIZE
Lulu.com Magical New Childrens Novel 'Wizards Spell Magic In The Legends Of Mere Leander' An exciting magical
adventure story that children can't put down. When four children ﬁnd the magical dark gemstone in the grounds of an
old haunted castle they suddenly develope magical supernatural powers, and their adventures are only just beginning.
Stepping through the magical vortex of the dark gemstone into the enchanted realm of Mere Leander on midnight of
Halloween the children befriend forgetful wizards, changeling dragons, unicorns, ghosts and elves helping them ﬁnd
the lost magical spell books, the Legends of Mere Leander. Discover wizards duels, dragon jousting, ﬂee the dark
phantom and his dragons in search of the last magical entities. Dare you discover if the children can save the dragon
lords from their curse and ﬁnd the last magical entities before the dark wizard Delverasteon, saving enchanted Mere
Leander in time ?
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THE GIANTS OF RUSSIAN LITERATURE: THE GREATEST RUSSIAN NOVELS, STORIES, PLAYS, FOLK TALES &
LEGENDS
110+ TITLES IN ONE VOLUME: CRIME AND PUNISHMENT, WAR AND PEACE, MOTHER, UNCLE VANYA,
INSPECTOR GENERAL, CROCODILE AND MORE
e-artnow This unique collection of the greatest novesl, short stories & plays in Russian literature has been designed and
formatted to the highest digital standards: Introduction: The Rise of the Russian Empire Novels & Novellas: Dead Souls
Oblomov Fathers and Sons Fyodor Dostoevsky: Crime and Punishment The Idiot The Brothers Karamazov Leo Tolstoy:
War and Peace Anna Karenina The Death of Ivan Ilych The Kreutzer Sonata Anton Chekhov: The Steppe: The Story of a
Journey Ward No. 6 Mother (Maxim Gorky) Satan's Diary (Leonid Andreyev) Plays: The Inspector General; or, The
Government Inspector (Nikolai Gogol) Anton Chekhov: On the High Road Swan Song, A Play in one Act Ivanoﬀ The
Anniversary; or, the Festivities The Three Sisters The Cherry Orchard… Leo Tolstoy: The Power of Darkness The First
Distiller Fruits of Culture The Live Corpse The Cause of it All The Light Shines in Darkness Leonid Andreyev: Savva The
Life of Man Short Stories: The Queen of Spades The Cloak The District Doctor The Christmas Tree and the Wedding God
Sees the Truth, but Waits How A Muzhik Fed Two Oﬃcials The Shades, a Phantasy The Heavenly Christmas Tree The
Peasant Marey The Crocodile Bobok The Dream of a Ridiculous Man Mumu The Viy Knock, Knock, Knock The Inn
Lieutenant Yergunov's Story The Dog The Watch… Russian Folk Tales & Legends: The Fiend The Dead Mother The Dead
Witch The Treasure The Cross-Surety The Awful Drunkard The Bad Wife The Golovikha The Three Copecks The Miser
The Fool and the Birch-Tree The Mizgir The Smith and the Demon Ivan Popyalof The Norka Marya Morevna Koshchei the
Deathless The Water Snake The Water King and Vasilissa the Wise The Baba Yaga Vasilissa the Fair The Witch The
Witch and the Sun's Sister One-Eyed Likho Woe… Essays: On Russian Novelists Lectures on Russian Novelists

THE AFRICAN AMERICAN NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY: DIHIGO-GWYNN
An 8-volume reference set containing over 4,000 entries written by distinguished scholars, 'The African American
National Biography' is the most signiﬁcant and expansive compilation of black lives in print today.

THE TALE OF THE NEXT GREAT WAR, 1871-1914
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FICTIONS OF FUTURE WARFARE AND OF BATTLES STILL-TO-COME
Syracuse University Press This selection of short stories oﬀers a return journey through the future as it used to be. Time
speeds backwards to the 1870s—to the alpha point of modern futuristic ﬁction—the opening years of that enchanted
period before the First World War when Jules Verne, H. G. Wells and many able writers delighted readers from Sydney
to Seattle with their most original revelations of things-to-come. In all their anticipations, the dominant factor was the
recognition that the new industrial societies would continue to evolve in obedience to the rate of change. One major
event that caused all to think furiously about the future was the Franco-German War of 1870. The new weapons and
the new methods of army organization had shown that the conduct of warfare was changing; and, in response to that
perception of change, a new form of ﬁction took on the task of describing the conduct of the war-to-come.

NEÆRA. A TALE OF ANCIENT ROME
MACMILLAN AND CO Example in this ebook CHAPTER I. Anno Domini Twenty-six, Tiberius Caesar, the ruler of the world,
left Rome, with a small retinue, never to return. In the following year he arrived at the island of Capreae, and there
took up his permanent abode. It was a spot which already possessed substantial proofs of imperial favour, in the shape
of villas, baths, and aqueducts built by the orders of the Emperor Augustus. It well merited the partiality displayed, for
there are few places to be found more favoured by nature, in point of situation, than this small, lofty, iron-bound
mountain-island of Capreae. Opposite, at a distance of three miles, approaches the tip of a sharp promontory of the
mainland, which divides two bays curving away on either hand. That on the north, from the earliest times, has had the
reputation of being the loveliest in the world. That on the south, although not comparable, has yet considerable
beauty. Capreae, therefore, stands aloof amid the blue waters, at the apex of these two semicircles, surveying both
from its lofty mountain and sheer cliﬀs. Why the Emperor Tiberius left Rome and secluded himself, for the remainder of
his life, in this small island, away from the seat of his empire, has never, with certainty, been explained. Whether it
was for political reasons, or for the purpose of giving full indulgence to those vicious habits which rumour so freely
ascribed to him, is not within the scope of these pages to be determined. He hastened to continue to his new home
those same marks of favour which his deiﬁed predecessor had begun. Armies of workmen assailed the summits of the
cone-like hills and wave-washed cliﬀs. New villa-palaces arose on every hand, so that the narrow limits of the island
hermitage might aﬀord to Caesar the utmost variety possible. Of the twelve projected villas, each named after a deity,
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some three or four had been completed and occupied at the time of our story, whilst the building of the remainder was
actively proceeding. In the autumn of the year thirty, the date of our story, Tiberius had hidden himself away from his
people for about three years, and, already, dark rumours were ﬂitting abroad of strange enormities and dread cruelties
shrouded in that outline of mountain amid the sea. The seclusion of the imperial hermit was strictly preserved, and
unauthorised feet were jealously warned from his rocky retreat. Curiosity became more inﬂamed and imagination more
rampant. To turn the invisible Caesar into something akin to an ogre or monster was an easy and natural outcome of
the insular mystery. One thing, however, is certain, that, although lost, as the Emperor may be said to have been, to
the eyes of the world, the world and its aﬀairs, in turn, were never hidden from him. Caesar remained
Caesar—sleepless, prompt and vigorous amid his mysterious rocks. Day after day, couriers came and went with tidings
from every corner of the known world. The vast empire, like a sprawling giant, had Capreae for its heart, which
impelled the life-blood ceaselessly to every extremity of its veins and arteries. To be continue in this ebook

THE STORIES
Hachette UK Throughout her career, prize-winning novelist Jane Gardam has been writing glorious short stories, each
one hallmarked with all the originality, poignancy, wry comedy and narrative brilliance of her longer ﬁction. Passion
and longing, metamorphosis and enchantment are Gardam's themes, and like a magician she plucks them from the
quietest of corners: from Wimbledon gardens and cold churches, from London buses and industrial backstreets. A
mother watching her children on the beach dreams of a long-lost lover, an abandoned army wife sees a ghost at a
moorland gate, a translator adrift in Geneva is haunted by the unspeakable manifestation of her own fears, and a
colonial servant wreaks a delicious revenge on her monstrous masters. Gardam's cast is wide and wonderful, saints
and mystics, trollops and curmudgeons, yearning mothers and lost children, beloved ﬁgures such as Old Filth and less
familiar - but equally unforgettable - characters like Signor Settimo, the sad-eyed provincial photographer marooned in
Shipley or Florrie Ironside, the ferocious matron he seduces. With a mischievous ear for dialogue, a glittering eye for
detail and a capacious understanding of the vagaries of the human heart, Jane Gardam's stories will captivate, sadden
and delight.

THE CATHOLIC PERIODICAL INDEX
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THE CATHOLIC PERIODICAL AND LITERATURE INDEX
THE CATHOLIC PERIODICAL INDEX, A CUMULATIVE AUTHOR AND SUBJECT INDEX TO A SELECTED LIST OF
CATHOLIC PERIODICALS
ON THE FACE OF THE WATERS - A TALE OF MUTINY
Read Books Ltd “On the Face of the Waters - A Tale of Mutiny” is a 1896 historical novel by Flora Annie Steel set in
1850s India during the Sepoy Rebellion, which resulted in the dissolution of the British East India Company. Flora
Annie Steel (1847 – 1929) was an English writer who notably lived in British India for 22 years. She is best remembered
for her books set or related to the sub-continent. Other notable works by this author include: “Tales of the Punjab”
(1894), “The Flower of Forgiveness” (1894), and “The Potter's Thumb” (1894). Contents include: “Thistledown And
Gossamer”, “The Blowing Of The Bubble”, “From Dusk To Dawn”, “Such Stuﬀ As Dreams Are Made Of”, and “There
Arose A Man”. This fantastic novel will appeal to those with an interest in India, especially India under British rule and
what eﬀects that had on its society and history. Many vintage books such as this are becoming increasingly scarce and
expensive. It is with this in mind that we are republishing this volume now in an aﬀordable, modern, high-quality
edition complete with the original text and artwork.

HUNTER AND HUNTED | HORROR STORIES OF PREDATORS AND PREY
SCARY TALES TO TELL AROUND THE CAMPFIRE
Hobb's End Books "Take the fatal shot," said Horseshoe. He must have laid down his riﬂe because I remember him
helping to steady my own. "Easy now, you'll own this forever—" I stared the thing in the eye and squeezed the trigger.
It threw back its head, rising up. It gasped for breath, spitting more blood. It barked at the sky. Then it fell, head
thumping against the deck. Its serpentine neck slumped. The rest of its blood spread over the boards and rolled
around our boots and ﬂowed between the planks. I was the ﬁrst to step forward, looking down at the thing through
drifting smoke. Its remaining eye seemed to look right back. I got down on my knees to look closer. The thing exhaled,
causing the breathing holes at the top of its head, behind its eyes, to bubble. I waited for it to inhale, staring into its
eye—I could see myself there as well as the others, could see the sky and the scattered clouds. The whole world
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seemed contained in that moist little ball. Then the eye rolled around white—it shrunk, drying, and the thing's neck
constricted. And it died. Horseshoe slapped my back, massaged my neck. "How's it feel, little buddy?" But I didn't know
what I felt. I could only stare at the eye, now empty.

THEY LIVED TO TELL THE TALE
TRUE STORIES OF MODERN ADVENTURE FROM THE LEGENDARY EXPLORERS CLUB
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Living dangerously with the members of the world-renowned Explorers Club.

GENERAL CATALOGUE OF PRINTED BOOKS
LEARNING DIRECTORY
A TALE OF TWO DEMON SLAYERS
Angie Fox Last month, I was a single preschool teacher whose greatest thrill consisted of color-coding my lesson plans.
That was before I learned I was a slayer. Now, it's up to me to face curse-hurling imps, vengeful demons, and any other
supernatural uglies that crop up. And to top it oﬀ, a hunk of a shape-shifting griﬃn has invited me to Greece to meet
his family. But it's not all sun, sand, and ouzo. Someone has created a dark-magic version of me with my powers and
my knowledge—and it wants to kill me and everyone I know. Of course, this evil twin doesn't have Grandma's gang of
biker witches, a talking Jack Russell terrier, or an eccentric necromancer on its side. In the ultimate showdown for
survival, may the best demon slayer win.

GREAT ATHLETES
Salem PressInc Provides biographies of individual athletes and includes information on their career, personal history,
playing style, achievements and awards.

MORTIMER; A TALE OF THE TIMES OF OWEN GLENDOWER
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RENSHAW FANNING'S QUEST: A TALE OF THE HIGH VELDT
DigiCat DigiCat Publishing presents to you this special edition of "Renshaw Fanning's Quest: A Tale of the High Veldt"
by Bertram Mitford. DigiCat Publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind. Every DigiCat book
has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format. The books are available in print, as well as
ebooks. DigiCat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world
literature.
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